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Questions for Discussion
1. What’s significant about the particular historic time in which the story is set? What
defines the United States and Philadelphia in particular?
2. How are Dom and Mike Palazzini similar or different? What causes such close brothers
to place each other “on the island” for so many years? What does Mike mean by his
lament that “Dom had not yet learned how to live”?
3. In what ways does the loss of his mother affect Nicky Castone throughout his life? How
does his inclusion in the Palazzini family help or challenge him?
4. Do you think you could call Hortense Mooney Nicky’s “third mother”? What wisdom does
she possess about the Palazzini family? About life? What particular abilities help her
grow and change and become so successful?
5. What might it mean that Nicky “saw beauty in the world even when there wasn’t any”?
How does this affect his decisions and behavior?
6. Honesty is the “most important virtue” for Nicky because he believes that “truth made life
simple.” In what ways is this true or not? How does he reconcile this with his
impersonating Carlo Guardinfante? Where else throughout the story is honesty
embraced or avoided?
7. What does Sam Borelli so value about theater that he would dedicate his entire life to
serving it? What is the value of a place like the Borelli Theater to a community?
8. As a father, Sam worries about his talented artist daughter. Why? To what extent might
the abilities and values of an artist potentially make life more difficult?

9. Beyond simple entertainment, in what various ways can literature be valuable in one’s
life? What is it about the plays of Shakespeare in particular that evoke such dedication
from everyone at the Borelli Theater?
10. Working at The Borelli, Nicky realizes that “theater was the volatile, dangerous, and
restless sea in the world of all art forms.” What might he mean? Why might this have
been so compelling to him?
11. What various motivations does Nicky have for impersonating Carlo? What complex
effects are achieved by the use of impersonation and mistaken identity in many of
Shakespeare’s plays?
12. Eventually, Nicky makes the profound decision to “live a life that mattered.” What might
this mean? What does it mean for him to be “the dramatist of his own life”? Why does he
come to value risk over security?
13. What is it about Mamie Confalone that heals Nicky? Why, after such a profound
experience, don’t they stay together?
14. How does the advent of television change and even threaten the role of the theater?
What can theater provide that television cannot?
15. Hortense Mooney realizes that “destiny reveals itself when need and desire merge in the
moment.” What might this mean? How does it play out with Nicky, Calla, and others in
the story?
16. Why do you think that Dom and Mike finally reconcile after a rift of so many years?
17. What qualities are essential for a strong and successful family that grows and endures
for generations?
18. What qualities make Nicky and Calla such a profound and inevitable match? How do
they balance or complement each other? Amidst the forces of destiny and luck and hard
work, what’s the value of friendship and love?

